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Abstract
In the present paper we use the displacement structure approach to introduce a new class
of what are called confluent polynomial Vandermonde-like matrices, which generalize the
ordinary simple nodes polynomial Vandermonde matrices studied earlier by different authors.
The displacement structure approach leads to the explicit inversion formulas for confluent
polynomial Vandermonde-like matrices and fast algorithms for inversion and for solving the
associated linear systems.
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1. Introduction
Undoubtedly, the Vandermonde matrix is one of the most important matrices in
applied matrix theory. In general, the most interesting properties of Vandermonde
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matrices are their simple displacement structures, their relations with Toeplitz,
Hankel and Cauchy matrices and connections with interpolation problems. For any
given nodes sequence x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) with xi pairwise distinct and any poly-
nomials sequence Q(x) = {Q0(x),Q1(x), . . . ,Qn−1(x)} with degQk(x) = k, we
may associate a so-called polynomial Vandermonde matrix VQ(x)= [Qj(xi)]n,n−1i=1,j=0
[2]. When Q(x) stands for the standard power basis P = {1, x, . . . , xn−1}, Cheby-
shev polynomials bases U and T of the second and first kind, respectively, we get
the classical Vandermonde and Chebyshev–Vandermonde matrices VP (x), VU (x)
and VT (x), respectively (see, e.g., [3,12]). The displacement can be traced back
to the early work on solving linear systems by Schur [15]. The concept of dis-
placement structure was first introduced in [5] (see also [6–8]) using the Stein-type
displacement operator ∇{F,A}(·) given by
∇{F,A}(R) = R − FRA. (1.1)
In general, the generalized displacement equation is defined by
∇{,,F,A}(R) = R− FRA (1.2)
(see, e.g., [2,4,10]), if ∇{,,F,A}(R) has low rank, say α, independent of n, then
R is said to be structured or a displacement structure matrix with respect to the
displacement operator defined by (1.2), and α is referred to as the displacement rank
of R. A special case of (1.2) will have a more simple Sylvester form
∇{,I,I,A}(R) = R − RA (1.3)
which was first studied by Heinig [16] for Cauchy-like and Vandermonde-like matri-
ces (see also [2,9]).
In the sense of (1.2), polynomial Vandermonde matrix VQ(x) possesses three
kinds of displacement structures with displacement rank 1 (see [2, Lemmas 1.1–1.2
and 1.4]), therefore, polynomial Vandermonde-like matrices are defined as matrices
with low displacement rank. In [2], inversion formulas, Gaussian elimination with
partial pivoting and fast inverse algorithm for polynomial Vandermonde-like matri-
ces were given. All results were derived under the condition that the nodes sequence
x is simple, i.e., all xi pairwise distinct. We point out that this condition is special
and unnecessary since in many application situations, for example, in interpolation
problem, the interpolation nodes xi are usually multiple.
In this paper we generalize all the above results to the multiple nodes case—
confluent polynomial Vandermonde-like matrices, which can be seen the general-
ization and supplement to paper [2]. The paper is organized as follows. In Section
2 we introduce three displacement operators associated with confluent polynomial
Vandermonde matrices and define the class of confluent polynomial Vandermonde-
like matrices. In Section 3 we list some necessary properties for generalized Horner
polynomials and for change of basis. In Section 4 we derive two inversion formulas
for confluent polynomial Vandermonde-like matrices, and as special case, we give
the generalizations of inversion formulas for simple Chebyshev Vandermonde-like
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matrices [3,12]. Section 5 is devoted to the implementation of block Gaussian elim-
ination for solving associated linear system and fast inverse algorithm. In Sections
6 and 7 we point out the relationship of confluent polynomial Vandermonde-like
matrices with confluent Cauchy-like matrices and q-adic Vandermonde matrices over
any non-algebraically closed field F.
2. Confluent polynomial Vandermonde-like matrices
In this section, we give three displacement operators for the confluent polynomial
Vandermonde matrix and define the class of confluent polynomial Vandermonde-
like matrices. Following [2], let Q(x) = {Q0(x),Q1(x), . . . ,Qn(x)} be a system
of n+ 1 polynomials satisfying the recurrence relations
Q0(x) = α0,
Qk(x) = αkxQk−1(x)− ak−1,kQk−1(x)− ak−2,kQk−2(x) (2.1)
− · · · − a0,kQ0(x),
where αk /= 0. Also let
x = (x1, . . . , x1︸ ︷︷ ︸
n1
, x2, . . . , x2︸ ︷︷ ︸
n2
, . . . , xt , . . . , xt︸ ︷︷ ︸
nt
) (2.2)
be a sequence of nodes, with xi’s pairwise distinct and
∑t
i=1 ni = n, and let
Jx = diag
(
Jxi
)t
i=1, where Jxi =

xi 0 · · · 0
1 xi
...
...
.
.
.
.
.
.
...
0 · · · 1 xi
 ∈ Cni×ni , (2.3)
be the Jordan canonical form corresponding to x.
In connection with polynomial system Q(x) = {Q0(x), . . . ,Qn−1(x)} and nodes
sequence x we define the confluent polynomial Vandermonde matrix as follows:
VQ(x) =

VQ(x1)
VQ(x2)
...
VQ(xt )
 , (2.4)
where
VQ(xi)=
[
1
j !
d(j)Qk(xi)
dxj
]ni−1,n−1
j=0,k=0
=

Q(xi)
Q′(xi )
1!
...
Q(ni−1)(xi )
(ni−1)!

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= col
(
1
j !
djQ(xi)
dxj
)ni−1
j=0
.
2.1. First displacement operator
From the coefficients αk and ai,k in (2.1) we introduce the matrices (see, e.g.,
[2,20])
MQ =

1 a01 a02 · · · a0,n−1
0 1 a12 · · · a1,n−1
...
.
.
. 1
.
.
.
...
...
.
.
.
.
.
. an−2,n−1
0 0 · · · 0 1
 and
(2.5)
NQ =

0 α1 0 · · · 0
0 0 α2
.
.
.
...
0 0 0
.
.
. 0
...
.
.
. αn−1
0 · · · · · · 0 0

.
Then the following statement holds:
Lemma 2.1. Let the polynomials Q = {Q0(x), . . . ,Qn(x)} be defined by (2.1), the
matrices MQ and NQ be given by (2.5), and Jx be given by (2.3). Then the confluent
polynomial Vandermonde matrix VQ(x) given by (2.4) satisfies
∇{I,MQ,Jx,NQ}(VQ(x)) = VQ(x)MQ − JxVQ(x)NQ
=

e1
e2
...
et
[α0 0 · · · 0], (2.6)
where ei = [1 0 · · · 0]T ∈ Cni×1 is a unit column vector of length ni.
Proof. Rewriting the recurrence relations (2.1) as matrix form, we have
Q(x)MQ − x ·Q(x)NQ =
[
α0 0 · · · 0
] (2.7)
here Q(x) = (Q0(x),Q1(x), . . . ,Qn−1(x)), then taking j th derivative at xi and
dividing by j ! in both sides of (2.7) (i = 1, . . . , t, j = 0, . . . , ni − 1), the (2.6) is
obtained. 
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2.2. Second displacement operator
Following [2] and [20], define for a polynomial
(x) = θ0Q0(x)+ θ1Q1(x)+ · · · + θn−1Qn−1(x)+ θnQn(x) (θn /= 0)
its confederate matrix
CQ() =

a01
α1
a02
α2
a03
α3
· · · · · · a0n
αn
− 1
αn
· θ0
θn
1
α1
a12
α2
a13
α3
· · · · · · a1n
αn
− 1
αn
· θ1
θn
0 1
α2
a23
α3
· · · · · · a2n
αn
− 1
αn
· θ2
θn
0 0
.
.
.
.
.
.
...
...
...
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
...
0 0 · · · 0 1
αn−1
an−1,n
αn
− 1
αn
· θn−1
θn

(2.8)
with respect to the system Q. In the simplest case of the standard power basis P =
{1, x, . . . , xn}, CP () reduces to the well-known companion matrix
CP () =

0 0 · · · 0 − θ0
θn
1 0 · · · 0 − θ1
θn
0 1
.
.
.
...
...
.
.
.
.
.
. 0
...
0 · · · 0 1 − θn−1
θn

.
Lemma 2.2. Let polynomials system Q = {Q0(x), . . . ,Qn(x)} be defined by (2.1),
let the polynomial (x) be arbitrary, and let CQ() be confederate matrix as in
(2.8) of (x). Then
∇{Jx,I,I,CQ()}(VQ(x)) = JxVQ(x)− VQ(x)CQ()
=

(x1)
...
(n1−1)(x1)
(n1−1)!
...
(xt )
...
(nt−1)(xt )
(nt−1)!

[
0 · · · 0 1
αnθn
]
. (2.9)
In particular, if x1, x2, . . . , xt are the zeros with multiplicities n1, n2, . . . , nt of poly-
nomial (x), thus,(x) = θn∏ti=1(x − xi)ni , then
VQ(x)CQ()VQ(x)
−1 = Jx. (2.10)
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Proof. Note that Qn(x) = (x)θn − θ0θnQ0(x)− · · · −
θn−1
θn
Qn−1(x). Rewriting the
recurrence relations (2.1) as matrix form, we have
x ·Q(x)−Q(x)CQ() = (x)
[
0 · · · 0 1
αnθn
]
(2.11)
here Q(x) = (Q0(x), . . . ,Qn−1(x)), then taking j th derivatives at xi and divid-
ing by j ! in both sides of (2.11) (i = 1, . . . , t, j = 0, 1, . . . , ni − 1), the (2.9) is
obtained. 
2.3. Third displacement operator
Following [2], we introduce an upper and triangular matrix of the form
WQ =

0 w12 w13 · · · w1n
0 0 w23
.
.
.
...
...
.
.
.
.
.
. wn−2,n
...
.
.
. wn−1,n
0 · · · · · · 0 0

(2.12)
whose entries are specified by
Q1(x) = δ1Q0(x)+ xw12Q0(x),
Qk(x) = δkQ0(x)+ x ·
k∑
i=1
wi,k+1Qi−1(x) (k = 2, 3, . . . , n− 1). (2.13)
Note that since the polynomials {Q0(x), xQ0(x), . . . , xQn−1(x)} form a basis in the
linear space Cn[x] of all polynomials of degree not exceeding n, the numbers δk and
wij are uniquely determined by (2.13).
Lemma 2.3. Let x1, x2, . . . , xt be t non-zero numbers,
 = J1/x = J−1x = diag (J1/x1 , . . . , J1/xt ) (2.14)
and let the matrix WQ be defined as in (2.12). Then
∇{J1/x ,I,I,WQ}(VQ(x)) = J1/xVQ(x)− VQ(x)WQ
=

J1/x1e1
J1/x2e2
...
J1/xt et
[α0 α0δ1 . . . α0δn−1] , (2.15)
where ei are defined as in Lemma 2.1.
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Proof. Rewriting the recurrence relations (2.15) as matrix form, we have
1
x
Q(x)−Q(x)WQ = 1
x
[
α0 α0δ1 · · · α0δn−1
] (2.16)
here Q(x) = (Q0(x),Q1(x), . . .Qn−1(x)), then taking j th derivatives at xi and
dividing by j ! in both sides of (2.16) (i = 1, . . . , t, j = 0, 1, . . . , ni − 1), then (2.15)
is obtained. 
2.4. Examples
In this part we give several examples where the displacement operators (2.6), (2.9)
and (2.15) are specialized to yield the ordinary confluent Vandermonde and confluent
Chebyshev–Vandermonde matrices.
Example 1. Let P stand for the standard power basis P = {1, x, . . . , xn−1}, i.e.,
αk = 1, aik = 0 for all i = 0, 1, . . . , n− 1, k = 1, 2, . . . , n. For the confluent Van-
dermonde matrix VP (x) the displacement equations (2.6), (2.9) and (2.15), respec-
tively, have the forms
VP (x)− JxVP (x)Z0 =

e1
e2
...
et
[1 0 · · · 0],
JxVP (x)− VP (x)CP () =

(x1)
...
(n1−1)(x1)
(n1−1)!
...
(xt )
...
(nt−1)(xt )
(nt−1)!

[
0 · · · 0 1
θn
]
,
where CP () is the companion matrix of (x) and Z0 is the backforward shift
matrix, and
J1/xVP (x)− VP (x)Z0 =

J1/x1e1
J1/x2e2
...
J1/xt et
[1 0 · · · 0]. (2.17)
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Example 2. Let U and T stand for the bases U = {U0(x), U1(x), . . . , Un−1(x)}
and T = {T0(x), T1(x), . . . , Tn−1(x)} of Chebyshev polynomials of the second and
first kind, respectively, i.e., the recurrence relations (2.1) reduces
U0(x) = 1, U1(x) = 2x, Uk(x) = 2xUk−1(x)− Uk−2(x),
T0(x) = 1, T1(x) = x, Tk(x) = 2xTk−1(x)− Tk−2(x).
For the confluent Chebyshev–Vandermonde matrices VU(x) and VT (x), Eq. (2.15)
has the forms, respectively,
J1/xVU (x)− VU(x) · 2
[n/2]∑
i=1
(−1)i−1Z2i−10
=
J1/x1e1...
J1/xt et
[1 0 −1 0 1 0 −1 · · · ] (2.18)
and
J1/x(VT (x)D0)− (VT (x)D0) · 2
[n/2]∑
i=1
(−1)i−1Z2i−10
=
J1/x1e1...
J1/xt et
[ 12 0 −1 0 1 0 −1 · · · ] , (2.19)
where D0 = diag
( 1
2 1 · · · 1
)
.
Lemmas 2.1–2.3 claim that a confluent polynomial Vandermonde matrix VQ(x) is
transformed to a rank one matrix by each of the displacement operators in (2.6), (2.9),
and (2.15). Following [2], any of these displacement operators can be chosen for
defining a more general class of matrices with low displacement rank, the following
theorems imply that if a matrix has low displacement rank with respect to one of
the above displacement operators, then it has low displacement rank with respect to
the other two. Therefore, all three definitions describe the same class of matrices,
which we shall call the class of confluent polynomial Vandermonde-like matrices.
The proofs can refer to [2, Theorems 2.1–2.3].
Theorem 2.4. Let ∇{I,MQ,Jx,NQ} and ∇{Jx,I,I,CQ()} be the first and second dis-
placement operators given by (2.6) and (2.9), respectively. Then for any matrix
R ∈ Cn×n, we have∣∣rank∇{I,MQ,Jx,NQ}(R)− rank∇{Jx,I,I,CQ()}(R)∣∣  2.
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Theorem 2.5. Let ∇{I,MQ,Jx,NQ} and ∇{J1/x ,I,I,WQ} be the first and third displace-
ment operators defined by (2.6) and (2.15), respectively. Then WQ = NQM−1Q , and
for any matrix R ∈ Cn×n, we have
rank∇{I,MQ,Jx,NQ}(R) = rank∇{J1/x ,I,I,WQ}(R).
3. Generalized Horner polynomials and change of basis
The most of this section can be found in [2,20]. We only list the main and neces-
sary results, for the corresponding proofs one may refer to [2,20].
Association with a given system Q = {Q0(x),Q1(x), . . . ,Qn(x)}, the general-
ized Horner polynomials system Q̂ = {Q̂0(x), Q̂1(x), . . . , Q̂n(x)} are defined by
Q̂n(x) = Qn(x) and Qn(x)−Qn(y)
x − y =
n−1∑
i=0
Qi(x)Q̂n−1−i (y).
Let Q̂ has the same form of recurrence relations as Q in (2.1), thus
Q̂0(x) = αˆ0,
Q̂k(x) = αˆkxQ̂k−1(x)− aˆk−1,kQ̂k−1(x)− aˆk−2,kQ̂k−2(x) (3.1)
− · · · − aˆ0,kQ̂0(x).
Then we have the following relations:
αˆk = αn−k, aˆk,j = αn−j
αn−k
an−j,n−k (3.2)
(k = 0, 1, . . . , n− 1, j = 1, 2, . . . , n). These relations can be reformed in matrix
form as following
Lemma 3.1. Let Qk(x) and Q̂k(x) be the systems of polynomials specified by (2.1)
and (3.1), respectively. Then the following statements hold:
(i) Qn(x) = Q̂n(x),
(ii) CQ̂(Q̂n) = I˜ · CQ(Qn)T · I˜ , (3.3)
where I˜ stands for the antiidentity matrix.
(iii) WQ̂ = I˜ ·WTQ · I˜ , (3.4)
where WQ and WQ̂ are the matrices defined by (2.12) and (2.13).
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Note that when Q stands for the power basis P , according to formula (3.2) or
(3.3), we have
P̂ = {1, x, . . . , xn−1} = P. (3.5)
Similarly, when Q stands for the Chebyshev polynomials bases U and T of the
second and first kind, we have
Û = {U0(x), U1(x), . . . , Un−1(x)} = U, (3.6)
T̂ = {U0(x), U1(x), . . . , Un−2(x), 12Un−1(x)}. (3.7)
Along with the polynomials Q = {Q1(x), . . . ,Qn(x)}, consider another set of
polynomialsR = {R0(x), . . . , Rn(x)} defined by analogous recurrences as (2.1), and
let
SRQ = [Sij ]ni,j=1 (3.8)
be the upper triangular matrix corresponding to passing from the basis R to the basis
Q in the linear space Cn[x] of all polynomials with degree not exceeding n, then
we have
VQ(x) = VR(x) · SRQ. (3.9)
Furthermore, we have
Lemma 3.2. Let SRQ be defined by (3.8). Then
(i) CQ() = S−1RQCR()SRQ, (3.10)
(ii) WQ = S−1RQWRSRQ. (3.11)
The columns sk ∈ Cn of the matrix SRQ = [s1 s2 · · · sn] can be computed recur-
sively:
(iii) s1 =
[
α0/β0 0 · · · 0
]T
and
sk+1 = αkCR()sk − ak−1,ksk−1 − ak−2,ksk−2 − · · · − a0,ks1. (3.12)
For the simplest case where R stands for the power basis P = {1, x, · · · , xn−1}, we
have
(iv) s1 =
[
α0 0 · · · 0
]T
and
sk+1 = αkZ0sk − ak−1,ksk−1 − · · · − a0,ks1. (3.13)
Also in the simplest case the first row of the matrix SPQ is given by
[s1k] =
[
α0 α0δ1 · · · α0δn−1
]
, (3.14)
where δk are as in (2.13).
(v) WQ = S−1PQZ0SPQ. (3.15)
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4. Inversion formulas for confluent polynomial Vandermonde-like matrices
In this section we generalize the displacement equations and inversion formu-
las for the simple polynomial Vandermonde-like matrices in [2] to the confluent
(multiple nodes) case. To this end, we introduce some notations. For an arbitrary
column vector a ∈ Cn, let a be partitioned into t subcolumns in compatience with
nodes vector x, thus a = col(ai)ti=1, ai ∈ Cni×1. Here and henceforth, by L(a) =
diag(L(ai))ti=1 is denoted a block diagonal matrix, whereL(ai) is denoted by a lower
triangular Toeplitz matrix with first column ai ∈ Cni . Also let J = diag(Ji)ti=1,
where Ji is ni × ni antiidentity matrix. Note that J is different from I˜ , and J T = J ,
J 2 = J .
4.1. First inversion formula
The following lemma shows how any matrix can be recovered from its {J1/x, I,
I,WQ} displacement.
Lemma 4.1. Let Q be the system of polynomials specified by (2.1). Then for given
matrices
G = [g(1), . . . , g(α)] = row(g(k))α
k=1, g
(k) = col[col(g(k)ij )ni−1j=0 ]ti=1 ∈ Cn×1,
B = col(bk)αk=1, bk = row(bkj )nj=1 ∈ C1×n, (4.0)
the unique solution R ∈ Cn×n of the equation
∇{J1/x ,I,I,WQ}(R) = J1/xR − RWQ = GB (4.1)
is given by
R =
α∑
k=1
L(c(k)) · VQ(x) ·
 n∑
j=1
dkjW
j−1
Q
 , (4.2)
where
c(k) = Jxg(k) ∈ Cn or
[
c(1) · · · c(α)
]
= JxG
and
dk =
[
dk1 dk2 · · · dkn
] = bkSQP ,
where P = {1, x, . . . , xn−1} and SQP is defined as in (3.8).
Proof. First note that since the spectra of the matrices J1/x and WQ have no inter-
section, there is only one solution of Eq. (4.1) (see, for example, [21, p. 414]). Sub-
stituting R given by (4.2) into (4.1) and then using (2.15), we have
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∇{J1/x ,I,I,WQ}(R) =
α∑
k=1
L(c(k)) · [J1/xVQ(x)− VQ(x)WQ] ·
n∑
j=1
dkjW
j−1
Q
=
α∑
k=1
L(c(k)) ·
J1/x1e1...
J1/xt et
[α0 α0δ1 · · · α0δn−1]
×
n∑
j=1
dkjW
j−1
Q .
Furthermore, since lower triangular Toeplitz matrices commute, we have L(c(k)i ) ·
J1/xi ei =L(Jxi g(k)i ) · J1/xi ei = J1/xi · L(Jxi g(k)i ) · ei =L(J1/xi · Jxi g(k)i ) · ei = g(k)i .
This fact, using (3.15) and that the first row of SPQ is given by (3.14), we have
∇{J1/x ,I,I,WQ}(R) =
α∑
k=1
L(c(k)).
J1/x1e1...
J1/xt et
[α0 α0δ1 · · · α0δn−1]
× S−1PQ
 n∑
j=1
dkjZ
j−1
0
 · SPQ
=
α∑
k=1
col
(
g
(k)
i
)t
i=1[1 0 · · · 0] ·
 n∑
j=1
dkjZ
j−1
0
 · SPQ
=
α∑
k=1
g(k) · dk · SPQ =
α∑
k=1
g(k) · bk = GB
and (4.2) follows. 
Theorem 4.2. Let Q be a system of polynomials given by (2.1). Then
rank∇{J1/x ,I,I,WQ}(R) = rank∇{J1/x ,I,I,WQ̂}(JR−TI˜ ), (4.3)
where Q̂ is the associated system specified by (3.1) and (3.2). Moreover, if R is
specified by its generator {G,B} on the right-hand side of
∇{J1/x ,I,I,WQ}(R) = J1/xR − RWQ = GB. (4.4)
Then
R−1 = I˜ ·
α∑
k=1
 n∑
j=1
dkj
(
WT
Q̂
)j−1 · V T
Q̂
(x) · L(c(k)), (4.5)
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where c(k) and dkj are determined from 2α linear system of equations
[c(1), . . . , c(α)] = Jx · JR−TBT ∈ Cn×α,
(4.6)d1...
dα
 = [dkj ]α,nk,j=1 = GTR−TI˜ SQ̂P ∈ Cα×n.
Proof. Multiplying (4.4) by I˜R−1 from the left and by R−1 from the right, then
taking transpose, we obtain
J T1/x(R
−TI˜ )− (R−TI˜ )WQ̂ = (R−TBT)(GTR−TI˜ ) (4.7)
where we have used (3.4). Note that J T1/x = J · J1/x · J , then (4.7) is equivalent to
the following equality:
J1/x(JR
−TI˜ )− (JR−TI˜ )WQ̂ = (JR−TBT)(GTR−TI˜ ). (4.8)
Eq. (4.8) means that the {J1/x, I, I,WQ̂}-displacement rank of the matrix JR−TI˜
is equal to the {J1/x, I, I,WQ}-displacement rank of matrix R, which proves (4.3).
Writing then (4.2) for the matrix JR−TI˜ , one easily obtains (4.5). 
4.2. Second inversion formula
Now we obtain below another formula for the inverse of a confluent polynomial-
like matrix, by use of its {J1/x, I, I, CQ(Qn)}-displacement representation. The fol-
lowing Lemma 4.3 see [2].
Lemma 4.3. Let Q be a polynomial system specified by (2.1), and CQ(Qn) be the
confederate matrix as in (2.8) of Qn(x) with respect to Q. Let Q̂ be the system of
associated polynomials given by (3.1) and (3.2). Then the last row of the matrix
Q̂k(CQ(Qn)) is given by
eTn .Q̂k(CQ(Qn)) = αneTn−k. (4.9)
Lemma 4.4. Let Q be as in (2.1), and CQ(Qn) be the confederate matrix of Qn(x)
with respect to Q and let G,B be given as in (4.0). If Qn(x) is coprime with f (x) =∏t
i=1(x − xi)ni , then the unique solution of the equation
∇{J1/x ,I,I,CQ(Qn)}(R) = JxR − RCQ(Qn) = GB (4.10)
is given by
R =
α∑
k=1
diag
(
g
(k)
10
Qn(x1)
· · · g
(k)
1,n1−1(n1 − 1)!
Q
(n1−1)
n (x1)
· · · g
(k)
t0
Qn(xt )
· · · g
(k)
t,nt−1(nt − 1)!
Q
(nt−1)
n (xt )
)
×VQ(x) ·
n∑
j=1
bk,n+1−j Q̂j−1(CQ(Qn)). (4.11)
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Proof. Note that the uniqueness of solution of Eq. (4.10) is obvious, since the spec-
trum of CQ(Qn) coincides with the zeros of Qn(x) and therefore has no intersection
with the spectrum of Jx by assumption. Substituting R given by (4.11) into (4.10),
we have
∇{Jx,I,I,CQ(Qn)}(R)
=
α∑
k=1
diag
(
g
(k)
10
Qn(x1)
· · · g
(k)
1,n1−1 · (n− 1)!
Q
(n1−1)
n (x1)
· · · g
(k)
t0
Qn(xt )
· · · g
(k)
t,nt−1 · (nt − 1)!
Q
(nt−1)
n (xt )
)
×[JxVQ(x)− VQ(x)CQ(Qn(x))] ·
n∑
j=1
bk,n+1−jQj−1(CQ(Qn)).
Furthermore, using (2.9), we have
∇{Jx,I,I,CQ(Qn)}(R)
=
α∑
k=1
diag
(
g
(k)
10
Qn(x1)
· · · g
(k)
1,n1−1.(n1 − 1)!
Q
(n1−1)
n (x1)
· · · g
(k)
t0
Qn(xt )
· · · g
(k)
t,nt−1(nt − 1)!
Q
(nt−1)
n (xt )
)
×

Qn(x1)
...
Q
(n1−1)
n (x1)
(n1−1)!
...
Qn(xt )
...
Q
(nt−1)
n (xt )
(nt−1)!

[
0 0 · · · 0 1
αn
]
·
n∑
j=1
bk,n+1−j Q̂j−1(CQ(Qn))
=
α∑
k=1
g(k) · [bk1 bk2 · · · bkn] = GB
where we have used (4.9). 
Theorem 4.5. Let Q be the same as (2.1). Then
rank∇{Jx,I,I,CQ(Qn)}(R) = rank∇{Jx,I,I,CQ̂(Qn)}(JR−TI˜ ). (4.12)
Moreover, if R is specified by its generator {G,B} on the right-hand side of
∇{J1/x ,I,I,CQ(Qn)}(R) = J1/xR − RCQ(Qn) = GB, (4.13)
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then
R−1 = I˜ ·
α∑
k=1
 n∑
j=1
dkjQj−1
(
CT
Q̂
(Qn)
) · V T
Q̂
· diag(ck) · J, (4.14)
where ck ∈ Cn and dkj ∈ C are determined from 2α linear systems of equations
[c1, . . . , cα] = diag
(
1
Qn(x1)
· · · (n1 − 1)!
Q
(n1−1)
n (x1)
· · · 1
Qn(xt )
· · · (nt − 1)!
Q
(nt−1)
n (xt )
)
,
× JR−TBT ∈ Cn×α
[dkj ] =GTR−T ∈ Cα×n.
(4.15)
Proof. Multiplying (4.13) by I˜R−1 from the left and by R−1 from the right and
then taking transpose, we obtain
J Tx (R
−TI˜ )− (R−TI˜ )CQ̂(Qn) = (R−TBT)(GTR−TI˜ )
or equivalently
Jx(JR
−TI˜ )− (JR−TI˜ )CQ̂(Qn) = (JR−TBT)(GTR−TI˜ ). (4.16)
Eq. (4.16) implies that equality (4.12) holds, and by writing (4.11) for the matrix
JR−TI˜ , one easily obtains (4.14). 
4.3. Special cases
As the special cases of Theorem 4.2, whenQ stands for the power basis P , Cheby-
shev polynomials bases U and T , respectively, we get the inversion formulas of con-
fluent Vandermonde-like and Chebyshev Vandermonde-like matrices, respectively,
which are the generalizations of [24], [3] and [12].
When Q is equal to P , from (3.5) and (2.12) we have Q̂ = P̂ = P and WQ̂ =
WP = Z0, then Theorem 4.2 being applied to (2.17) we obtain
Theorem 4.6. Let P stand for the standard power basis and let R be a confluent
Vandermonde-like matrix specified by its generator {G,B} on the right-hand side of
∇{J1/x ,I,I,Z0}(R) = J1/xR − RZ0 = GB. (4.17)
Then
R−1 =
α∑
k=1
H(dk) · (JVP (x))T · L(c(k)), (4.18)
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where c(k) and dk are determined from 2α linear systems of equations
[c(1), . . . , c(α)] = Jx · JR−TBT ∈ Cn×α,
(4.19)d1...
dα
 =GTR−T ∈ Cα×n,
and here and after H(dk) denotes the upper triangular Hankel matrix with first row
dk.
Similarly, let Theorem 4.2 be applied to (2.18) and (2.19), and taking (3.6) and
(3.7) into account, we have
Theorem 4.7. Let U stand for the Chebyshev polynomials basis of the second kind
and let R be specified by its generator {G,B} on the right-hand side of
∇{J1/x ,I,I,W }(R) = J1/xR − RW = GB. (4.20)
Then
R−1 =
α∑
k=1
H(ak) · V TU (x) · L(c(k)), (4.21)
where W = 2∑[n/2]i=1 (−1)i−1Z2i−10 , c(k) and ak are determined by the 2α linear
systems of equations[
c(1) · · · c(α)] = Jx · JR−TBT ∈ Cn×α, (4.22)[
ψ1 · · · ψn
] =GTR−TI˜ ∈ Cα×n,
whereψi = col(ψki)αk=1 and ak = row(aki)ni=1 with ak1 = ψk1, ak2 = ψk2, and aki =
ψki + ψk−2,i for i = 3, 4, . . . , n.
Theorem 4.8. Let T stand for the Chebyshev polynomials basis of the first kind and
let R be specified by its generator {G,B},
∇{J1/x ,I,I,W }(RD0) = J1/x(RD0)− (RD0)W = GB. (4.23)
Then
R−1 =
α∑
k=1
2D0 ·H(ak)V TU (x) · L(c(k)), (4.24)
where W, c(k) and ψi are the same as in Theorem 4.7, D0 = diag( 12 1 · · · 1) and
ak = row(aki)ni=1 with aki = 2ψki + 4
∑[ n−12 ]
s=1 ψk−2s,i .
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5. Fast block Gaussian elimination and generalized block Parker–Traub
algorithm
5.1. Block Gaussian elimination
In deriving the formulas of confluent polynomial Vandermonde-like matrix R in
Section 4 we have to solve linear systems with R as coefficient matrix (see (4.6),
(4.19) and (4.22)) and R satisfies the Sylvester-type displacement equations (4.4),
(4.17), (4.20) and (4.23). We point out that all these equations are the special cases
of the following general Sylvester-type displacement equation:
∇{1,A1}(R1) = 1R1 − R1A1 = G1B1, (5.1)
where 1, A1 are lower and upper triangular matrices with pairwise distinct main
diagonal elements, respectively, G1 ∈ Cn×α , B1 ∈ Cα×n. In [9] fast triangulariza-
tion and fast Gaussian elimination algorithm with partial pivoting were given for
the displacement equation of the form (5.1) (for details, see [2,9,14]), therefore, the
algorithm in [9] is applied to the confluent polynomial Vandermonde-like matrix.
For the confluent case, however, we may consider block Gaussian elimination for a
confluent polynomial-like matrix. The following lemma is the block matrix case of
[2, Lemma 6.1] (see [4,11,13]).
Lemma 5.1. Let the matrix
R1 =
[
D1 U1
L1 R
(1)
22
]
(D1 ∈ Cn1×n1)
satisfy the Sylvester displacement equation (5.1). If the (1.1) block D1 of R1 is non-
singular, then the Schur complement R2 = R(1)22 − L1D−11 U1 satisfies the Sylvester
displacement equation
2R2 − R2A2 = G2B2, (5.2)
where 2 and A2 are obtained from
1 =
[
W1 O
∗ 2
]
, A1 =
[
A(1) ∗
O A2
]
by deleting the first n1 rows and n1 columns, and[
O
G2
]
= G1 −
[
In1
L1D
−1
1
]
G(1),
(5.3)
[O B2] = B1 − B(1)
[
In1 D
−1
1 U1
]
,
where G(1) and B(1) are the first n1 rows of G1 and the first n1 columns of B1,
respectively.
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Let E1 = [In1 0 · · · 0]T ∈ Cn×n1 and let us multiply by E1 from the right
the Eq. (5.1) with 1 = J1/x and A1 = WQ = NQM−1Q . Then one obtains the fol-
lowing recursive expression for the first n1 columns of R1:
J1/x1(R1E1)− R1WQE1 = G1B(1)
or
(R1E1)− Jx1R1WQE1 = Jx1G1B(1). (5.4)
Similarly, multiplying by ET1 from the left the Eq. (5.1), in which 1 = J1/x and
A1 = WQ, one obtains the recursive expression for the first n1 rows of R1:
J1/x1
(
ET1R1
)− (ET1R1)WQ = G(1)
or (
ET1R1
)− Jx1(ET1R1)WQ = Jx1G(1)B1, (5.5)
where G(1) is the first n1 rows of G1.
Finally, by the upper triangular form of MQ, we have
2 = diag
(
J1/x2 · · · J1/xt
)
, A2 = NQ,2M−1Q,2, (5.6)
whereNQ,2 and MQ,2 are obtained by deleting the first n1 rows and n1 columns from
NQ andMQ, respectively. Using these arguments, we shall write down an implemen-
tation of block Gaussian elimination for confluent polynomial Vandermonde-like
matrices as follows:
1. Compute the first n1 columns of R1 via (5.4) recursively.
2. Compute the first n1 rows of R1 by solving the triangular linear system (5.5) by
back substitution and recursively.
3. Write down the first n1 columns
[
In1
L1D
−1
1
]
of L and first n1 rows [D1 U1] of R
in the LU decomposition of R1.
4. Compute a generator {G2, B2} for the Schur complement R2 by using (5.3).
Finally, we point out that the overall complexity of the above algorithm is also
O(mαn2) arithmetic operations as simple case (see, e.g., [2]), where the polynomials
system Q in (2.1) satisfies m-term recurrence relations.
5.2. Generalized block Parker–Traub algorithm for inversion of confluent polynomial
Vandermonde-like matrices
In this part we give the generalization of [2, Theorem 7.1] to the confluent poly-
nomial Vandermonde matrices satisfying m-term recurrence relations, showing that
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the complexity of inverting such a matrix is also O(mαn2) operations. The proofs
are much the same way as [2, Theorem 7.1 and Lemma 7.2]. Here we omit.
Theorem 5.2. Let Q be a system of polynomials satisfying m-term recurrence rela-
tions, and let matrices WQ and J1/x be given as before. Let the m-term confluent
polynomial Vandermonde-like matrix R be given by its {J1/x, I, I,WQ}-generator
G ∈ Cn×α, B ∈ Cα×n on the right-hand side of
∇{J1/x ,I,I,WQ}(R) = J1/xR − RWQ = GB.
Then all n2 entries of R−1 can be computed in O(αmn2) operations.
6. Transformation into confluent Cauchy-like matrices
Association with a pair of multiple nodes sequences
x = ([x1, n1], . . . , [xt , nt ]) and y = ([y1, m1], . . . , [ys,ms]),
where xi and yj are all distinct for i = 1, . . . , t , j = 1, . . . , s, we define a confluent
Cauchy matrix
C(x, y) = [Cij ]t,si,j=1,
where Cij =
(
Cklij
)ni−1,mj−1
k=0,l=0 with
Cklij =
1
k!l!
k+l
xkyl
[
1
x − y
]y=yj
x=xi
=
(
k + l
k
)
(−1)k
(xi − yj )k+l+1
(see, e.g., [1,25]).
The confluent Cauchy matrix satisfies the following displacement equation (see
[17,19]):
∇{Jx,I,I,JTy }(C(x, y)) = JxC(x, y)− C(x, y)J Ty
=

en1
en2
...
ent
[eTm1 eTm2 · · · eTms ] , (6.1)
where Jx = diag(Jxi )ti=1 and Jy = diag(Jyj )sj=1 are the (lower triangular) Jordan
canonical forms corresponding to x and y, respectively, and eni = [1 0 · · · 0]T ∈
Cni and emj = [1 0 · · · 0]T ∈ Cmj are columns with first entry 1 and other entries
0.
Following [16], confluent Cauchy-like or generalized confluent Cauchy matri-
ces can be defined as matrices with low {Jx, I, I, J Ty }-displacement rank. For the
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detailed discussion of generalized confluent Cauchy and Vandermonde (GCC and
GCCV) matrices, one can refer to [19]. Here we only point out that since Jx, J Ty
are lower and upper triangular matrices, respectively, a linear system with confluent
Cauchy-like matrix can be solved in O(n2) operations. In the remained part of this
section we give the result of transforming a confluent polynomial Vandermonde-like
matrix into a confluent Cauchy-like matrix.
Theorem 6.1. Let Q = {Q0(x), . . . ,Qn−1(x)} be a system of polynomials satisfy-
ing (2.1), and let (x) =∏sj=1(x − yj )mj , where yj are pairwise distinct. Let R
be given by its {Jx, I, I, CQ()}-generator G ∈ Cn×α, B ∈ Cα×n,
∇{Jx,I,I,CQ()}(R) = JxR − RCQ() = GB. (6.2)
Then RVQ(y)−1J ′ is a confluent Cauchy-like matrix:
∇{Jx,I,I,JTy }
(
RVQ(y)
−1J ′
) = Jx[RVQ(y)−1J ′]− [RVQ(y)−1J ′]J Ty
=G · [BVQ(y)−1J ′], (6.3)
where J ′ = diag(Jj )sj=1, Jj is the mj ×mj antiidentity matrix.
Proof. Note that in the confluent case the matrix CQ() is block diagonalized by
VQ(y) : CQ() = VQ(y)−1JyVQ(y) (see (2.10)), also Jy = J ′J Ty J ′ = J ′−1J Ty J ′−1,
therefore, CQ() = VQ(y)−1J ′ · J Ty · J ′VQ(y). Substituting the latter expression
into (6.2) and then multiplying VQ(y)−1J ′ from the right, one obtains (6.3). 
7. Concluding remark
In this paper we have gotten the displacement structures, inversion formulas and
fast algorithm for confluent polynomial Vandermonde-like matrices by use of dis-
placement structure theory, but here we point out that all the ordinary Vandermonde
matrices—including polynomial Vandermonde-like matrices, are defined with re-
spect to a systemQ of polynomials and a nodes sequence x = [(x1, n1), . . . , (xt , nt )],
where xi are distinct complex numbers, or with respect to a system Q of polynomials
and a fundamental polynomial f (x) =∏ti=1(x − xi)ni . In other words, the ordinary
Vandermonde matrices are defined over complex field C or an arbitrary algebrai-
cally closed field F. In fact, the Vandermonde matrix has been generalized into any
non-algebraically closed field case—q-adic Vandermonde matrix (see [29]) with re-
spect to standard power basis P and a fundamental polynomial q(x) =∏ti=1 qi(x)ni ,
where deg qi(x) = li ( 1) are arbitrary. The q-adic Vandermonde matrix was also
used to reduce Bezout and Hankel matrices [18,23]. We note that the q-adic Van-
dermonde matrix has almost the same properties as the ordinary Vandermonde mat-
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rix, such as the displacement structure and inversion formulas etc., which will be
discussed in other papers.
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